Objective: Brain regulation of glucose homeostasis is sexually dimorphic; however, the impact sex hormones have on specific neuronal populations within the ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus (VMN), a metabolically sensitive brain region, has yet to be fully characterized. Glucose-excited (GE) and -inhibited (GI) neurons are located throughout the VMN and may play a critical role in glucose and energy homeostasis. Within the ventrolateral portion of the VMN (VL-VMN), glucose sensing neurons and estrogen receptor (ER) distributions overlap. We therefore tested the hypothesis that VL-VMN glucose sensing neurons were sexually dimorphic and regulated by 17b-estradiol (17bE). Methods: Electrophysiological recordings of VL-VMN glucose sensing neurons in brain slices isolated from age-and weight-matched female and male mice were performed in the presence and absence of 17bE. Results: We found a new class of VL-VMN GI neurons whose response to low glucose was transient despite continued exposure to low glucose. Heretofore, we refer to these newly identified VL-VMN GI neurons as 'adapting' or AdGI neurons. We found a sexual dimorphic response to low glucose, with male nonadapting GI neurons, but not AdGI neurons, responding more robustly to low glucose than those from females. 17bE blunted the response of both nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons to low glucose in both males and females, which was mediated by activation of estrogen receptor b and inhibition of AMP-activated kinase. In contrast, 17bE had no impact on GE or non-glucose sensing neurons in either sex.
INTRODUCTION
Estrogens, particularly hypothalamic 17b-estradiol (17bE), play an important role in energy and glucose homeostasis [1] . The ventromedial hypothalamic nucleus (VMN) is a critical site of 17bE action in energy balance [2] . Deletion of estrogen receptor alpha (ERa) in VMN steroidogenic factor (SF-1) neurons leads to alterations in metabolism resulting in visceral adiposity and infertility which is observed only in females, suggesting a sexually dimorphic impact of estrogenic signaling within the VMN to regulate metabolism [3] . The VMN is also important for hypoglycemia detection and initiation of the sympathoadrenal and hormonal counterregulatory responses, which restore euglycemia [4, 5] . There is a sexual dimorphic response to hypoglycemia, with females exhibiting a reduction in sympathetic drive [6] , glucagon [7] and epinephrine secretion [8, 9] , and hepatic glucose output [10] when compared to males. These observations suggest that VMN neurons may play a role in the sex differences in glucose and energy homeostasis; however, the mechanism by which they do so is not currently known. The VMN contains non-glucose sensing (NGS) as well as glucose sensing neurons, which increase (glucose-excited, GE) or decrease (glucose-inhibited, GI) their activity as extracellular glucose levels increase. Glucose closes ATP-sensitive K þ channels leading to acti-estrogen receptors (ERs), are concentrated in the ventrolateral (VL)-VMN, while VMN GI neurons can be found in all subnuclei within the VMN (including the VL-VMN) [11, 15, 17] . Therefore, VL-VMN estrogen receptors, which are critical for regulating energy sufficiency, may also be critical in mediating glucose homeostasis. ER expression and the distribution of glucose sensing neurons overlap within the VL-VMN [11, 15, 17] . Moreover, VL-VMN ER expression is sexually dimorphic [18] . Thus, we hypothesized that the glucose sensitivity of VL-VMN glucose sensing neurons may also be sexually dimorphic. We further hypothesized that since the effects of 17bE on energy homeostasis overlap to some degree with those of insulin and leptin, 17bE would similarly regulate the activity and/or glucose sensitivity of VL-VMN glucose sensing neurons. These hypotheses were tested using electrophysiological recordings of VL-VMN glucose sensing neurons in brain slices isolated from 3 to 4 week old male and female mice. Interestingly, in the course of our investigation we found a novel class of VL-VMN GI neurons whose response to changes in extracellular glucose concentration was transient despite continued exposure to low glucose. These GI neurons will be referred to as 'adapting' or AdGI neurons in comparison to those whose activity is maintained in low glucose (nonadapting). We found that VL-VMN nonadapting GI, but not AdGI, neurons are sexually dimorphic. Furthermore, 17bE regulates the activity and/or glucose sensitivity of both VL-VMN nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons in males and females similarly. Our data suggest that VL-VMN nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons may contribute to the sex differences observed in energy and glucose homeostasis.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Animals and tissue preparation
Age and weight matched male and female C57Bl/6 mice were maintained on a 12:12 light:dark cycle with standard rodent chow and water ad libitum. Animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, RBHS-New Jersey Medical School. The average age and weight of animals used in this study was _25.6 AE 0.4, \25.6 AE 0.2 days old and _14.0 AE 0.4, \13.3 AE 0.2 g, respectively. Female mice were only used prior to vaginal opening, a visual marker of pubertal transition [19] . This age range (3e4 weeks) was chosen in order to evaluate organizational and inherent sex differences of glucose sensing neurons. Following transcardial perfusion with 4 C oxygenated (95%O 2 /5%CO 2 ) perfusion buffer (composition in mM: 2. ; w300 mOsm, pH 7.4) for at least one hour prior to recording. Standard whole-cell current clamp recordings were made as previously described [20] . Briefly, borosilicate pipettes (4e7 MU; Sutter Instruments) were filled with an intracellular solution containing (in mM): 128 K-gluconate, 10 KCl, 4 KOH, 10 HEPES, 4 MgCl 2 , 0.5 CaCl 2 , 5 EGTA, 2 Na 2 ATP, 0.4 Na 2 GTP; w300 mOsm, pH 7.2. Pipette solution junction potential was nulled prior to formation of a GU seal, membranes were ruptured with mild suction followed by whole cell capacitance compensation. VL-VMN neurons were identified according to the position of anatomical markers (i.e., 3rd ventricle, fornix) outlined in the mouse brain atlas [21] . Cells were deemed viable for recording if action potentials crossed 0 mV and access resistance was less than 30 MU following membrane rupturing. Input resistance (IR) was calculated from hyperpolarizing current pulses given every three seconds (500 ms; À10, À15 or À20 pA). IR reflects cell excitability and responsiveness to presynaptic input with a higher IR reflecting greater excitability. IR is a valid and useful index of glucose responses, because glucose modulates background or "leak" K þ or Cl À channels, which set membrane potential and overall cellular excitability [11] . IR is also independent of changes in action potentials, which may vary between slices depending on the presynaptic inputs remaining intact in any given slice. Slices were exposed to the various treatment solutions for ten minutes each based on previous studies showing this exposure time was sufficient to determine glucose and hormone responses in glucose sensing neurons [11,15,22e25] . Current-voltage (IeV) relationships were determined following each treatment in I-clamp mode by injection of hyperpolarizing step pulses (500 ms duration).
Step pulse protocols ranging from À160 pA to 0 pA were terminated once the membrane voltage response hyperpolarized to À100 mV. A response of AE15.6% change from baseline in IR (as determined in Supplemental Figure 1A ), which reversed by >50% was used to distinguish NGS from glucose sensitive neurons and 17bE-sensitive from 17bE-insensitive neurons.
Slice treatments
Glucose sensing was evaluated in response to a glucose decrease from 2.5 mM to 0.1 mM. These glucose concentrations represent those typically seen in the brain during peripheral euglycemia and severe hypoglycemia, respectively [26, 27] . This maximal glucose decrease was used since attenuated responses to smaller glucose decreases might be below the limit of detection and lead to incorrect conclusions that glucose sensing neurons were absent or reduced in total number by sex or treatment. Similarly, for 17bE sensitivity experiments, slices were treated with a supraphysiological concentration (100 nM) [28] to help ensure that 17bE-mediated responses were above the limit of detection. For mechanistic studies, glucose was lowered in the presence and absence of 5-aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide-1-b-D-ribofuranoside (AICAR; 0.5 mM) [15] , Compound C (CC; 10 mM) [15] , methylphenolpyrazole (MPP; 10 mM) [29] , phenyltrifluoromethylpyrazolophenol (PHTPP; 1 mM) [30] , tetrodotoxin (TTX, 500 nM) [22] , or tolbutamide (100 mM) [25] . In some cases, glucose was lowered in the presence or absence of the above with and without 17bE (100 nM) or bovine serum albumin-conjugated 17bE (BSA-17bE; 100 nM) [31] . When necessary, DMSO was used as the vehicle for drug treatments, but the final DMSO concentration for all treatments was 0.1%. At this concentration, no significant changes in basal neuronal activity were observed (Supplemental Figure 1B) .
Supplemental Figure 1C and D shows the effects of the above agonists and antagonists individually in 2.5 mM glucose. To rule out the contribution of individual agonist or antagonist effects, we compared the effects of low glucose or 17bE in the presence of these pharmacological treatments relative to baseline (2.5 mM glucose) with the same pharmacological treatment. On average 4 neurons (approximately 1.5 h each) were recorded per slice, but no slice was exposed to 17bE for more than 30 min.
Immunoblotting
Due to the size of the mouse hypothalamus it was not possible to dissect only the VMN without including the adjacent ARC. Thus, when discussing the immunoblotting experiments, we will refer to the "VMH" as an indication that both VMN and ARC are included. This is opposed to electrophysiological studies in which VMN neurons were visualized for specific recording. After isolation, VMH containing slices were maintained in 2. Figure 1) . In these control experiments, we calculated AE2xSTD for percent change in IR observed by changing the source of the perfusion solution from the general reservoir to the treatment syringe while keeping the solution composition constant. Any cell displaying a percent change in IR ! AE2xSTD (AE15.6%) was considered 17bE-sensitive. Glucose sensitivity was confirmed similarly. Current-voltage (IeV) relationships were fitted with linear best-fit lines. For immunoblotting studies, b-actin was used as a loading control, and treatment effects were normalized to 2.5 mM glucose samples within each gel. Data was compared using paired or unpaired student t-tests and repeated or standard one-way ANOVA with Tukey posthoc tests or twoway ANOVA with Bonferonni posthoc tests as specified in figure legends. For t-tests, *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001. For ANOVAs, columns with different letters indicate significant differences.
RESULTS
VL-VMN glucose sensing subtypes
Within the VL-VMN, we identified four different neuronal populations with respect to glucose sensitivity: non-glucose sensing (NGS), glucose-excited (GE), nonadapting glucose-inhibited (GI) and adapting glucose-inhibited (AdGI; Figure 1 ). NGS neurons, by definition, did not respond to changing glucose levels ( Figure 1A ). GE, nonadapting GI, and AdGI neurons altered their activity in response to a decrease in extracellular glucose from 2.5 mM to 0.1 mM (Figure 1BeD ). Table 1 describes the criteria used to define each neuronal type. In total, 83% (n ¼ 42) and 80% (n ¼ 293) of VL-VMN neurons were glucose sensitive in males and females, respectively. Importantly, the relative percentage of glucose sensitive subtypes (AdGI, nonadaptive GI, GE, and NGS) within the VL-VMN was sexually dimorphic (Table 1 ).
In the female VL-VMN, AdGI, and nonadapting GI neurons were encountered in roughly equally percentages whereas in the male AdGI neurons were encountered approximately half as frequently as nonadapting GI neurons. In contrast, the percentage of GE and NGS neurons VL-VMN was similar between the sexes. No significant sex differences in the resting Vm or IR of VL-VMN NGS, GE, GI, or AdGI neurons were observed (Supplemental Figure 2 ).
VL-VMN nonadapting GI neurons are inherently sexually dimorphic
Male and female nonadapting GI neurons depolarized to a similar degree in response to a glucose decrease from 2.5 to 0.1 mM (male: 10.2 AE 1.5%, n ¼ 18; female 10.6 AE 1.0%, n ¼ 48; p > 0.05).
However, the increase in IR in response to this glucose decrease was 2-fold greater in male versus female nonadapting GI neurons (male: 96.5 AE 17.8%, n ¼ 18; female: 52.9 AE 5.5%, n ¼ 48; p < 0.05 Figure 2AeC ). Although the degree of depolarization was similar in both sexes, a greater change in IR in male nonadapting GI neurons suggests increased excitability of these neurons in low glucose. There was no sex difference observed in response to a more minimal glucose decrease from 2.5 mM to 0.5 mM glucose (data not shown; p > 0.05).
3.3. 17bE blunts the response of VL-VMN nonadapting GI neurons to low glucose 17bE blunted the increased IR of female and male nonadapting GI neurons in response to a glucose decrease from 2.5 mM to 0.1 mM ( Figure 2C ). Moreover, in the presence of 17bE the response of female Original article and male nonadapting GI neurons to decreased glucose was no longer statistically different ( Figure 2C ; p > 0.05). Because 17bE attenuated the response of nonadapting GI neurons to decreased glucose from 2.5 to 0.1 mM similarly in both sexes, we studied the mechanism by which 17bE modulates glucose sensitivity in females only. The effect of 17bE persisted in the presence of TTX suggesting that it is a postsynaptic effect ( Figure 2D ). We hypothesized that, like leptin [12, 16] , 17bE may blunt the response of nonadapting GI neurons to decreased glucose via AMPK inhibition. Consistent with this hypothesis, the AMPK activator, AICAR (0.5 mM), blocked the effect of 17bE on glucose sensitivity ( Figure 2E ). To begin to explore the mechanism by which 17bE impacts glucose sensitivity, we determined which ER is responsible for this observed 17bE regulation. The effect of 17bE on glucose sensitivity persisted in the presence of the ERa antagonist, MPP; however, the ERb antagonist PHTPP completely blocked this effect of 17bE ( Figure 2F ). In 2.5 mM glucose, only PHTPP independently caused a slight increase in IR, (MPP: p ¼ 0.17, PHTPP: p ¼ 0.02, AICAR: p ¼ 0.07; Supplemental Figure 1C ). Taken together, the above data suggest that 17bE blunts the response of nonadapting GI neurons to a glucose decrease from 2.5 mM to 0.1 mM directly via ERb mediated AMPK inhibition.
3.4. 17bE excites a subpopulation of VL-VMN nonadapting GI neurons via a presynaptic mechanism In 2.5 mM glucose, 17bE depolarized and increased input resistance in 46% (12 of 26) and 42% (5 of 12) of nonadapting GI neurons in females and males ( Figure 2G ). In female nonadapting GI neurons, the addition of 17bE to 2.5 mM glucose and decreasing glucose from 2.5 mM to 0.1 mM activated these neurons to a similar degree ( Figure 2G , n ¼ 7). However, in male nonadapting GI neurons, the response to the addition of 17bE to 2.5 mM glucose was only about half of the magnitude of the response to a decrease in glucose from 2.5 mM to 0.1 mM ( Figure 2G , n ¼ 5). This apparent sex difference is most likely not due to differing 17bE sensitivity or ER expression, but rather because the response of male nonadapting GI neurons to low glucose in the absence of 17bE is roughly twice that of females.
Because there was no difference in 17bE-induced excitation of nonadapting GI neurons from males and females in 2.5 mM glucose, we evaluated the mechanism underlying this effect in females only. In 2.5 mM glucose, the 17bE-sensitive conductance reversed at À90.4 AE 2.1 mV ( Figure 2H , n ¼ 9). This reversal is near the theoretical K þ equilibrium potential in our solutions (E Kþ ¼ À99 mV).
TTX completely abolished the 17bE-mediated excitation in 2.5 mM glucose ( Figure 2I ) suggesting 17bE excites this subpopulation of nonadapting GI neurons through a presynaptic mechanism.
Identification of VL-VMN adapting GI neurons
Within the VL-VMN, a type of glucose sensitive cell was identified which has not been previously described in the VMN. AdGI neurons were excited when glucose was lowered from 2.5 mM to 0.1 mM, and this response reversed prior to restoration of the original glucose solution ( Figure 1D ). The magnitude of activation ( Figure 3A) , duration of activation (w1 min in both sexes), and the time to maximal response (w4e5 min post-solution change in both sexes) were not sexually dimorphic. In response to two consecutive glucose challenges (2.5 mMe0.1 mM), both female and male AdGI neurons were activated to the same magnitude at each glucose challenge (\n ¼ 19, _n ¼ 6; Supplemental Figure 3A and B). Female AdGI neurons were more robustly activated in response to a glucose decrease from 2.5 mM to 0.1 mM glucose than female nonadapting GI neurons ( Figure 3B ). That is, in response to this glucose decrease, female AdGI neurons depolarized by 12.6 AE 0.6% (n ¼ 92) and increased their input resistance by 115.6 AE 10.4% compared to 8.3 AE 0.8% (n ¼ 69) and 53.5 AE 4.1% in female nonadapting GI neurons. In contrast, male nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons responded similarly to a glucose decrease from 2.5 mM to 0.1 mM ( Figure 3B ).
Interestingly, approximately 60% of male (n ¼ 6 of 10) and 35% of female (n ¼ 18 of 51) AdGI neurons showed a smaller amplitude transient depolarization in response to a subsequent glucose challenge from 0.1 mM to 2.5 mM ( Figure 1D inset). This transient depolarization was sexually dimorphic. That is, in response to this glucose increase, male AdGI neurons depolarized and increased their input resistance by 5.6 AE 1.4% and 67.9 AE 15.5% versus 4.1 AE 1.0% and 27.6 AE 3.3% in female AdGIs ( Figure 3C ; p < 0.05). No sex differences were observed in the time to peak or duration of this secondary glucose response in AdGI neurons and these parameters were similar to those observed in response to 0.1 mM glucose. Furthermore, no significant differences in the response to a glucose decrease were observed between AdGI exhibiting or not exhibiting this secondary response in either sex (Supplemental Figure 3C and D). These data suggest that a subpopulation of AdGI neurons may potentially respond to an absolute change in glucose instead of a unidirectional change. However, we designate them as GI neurons because their activation in low glucose is far more pronounced than their activation when glucose is subsequently raised ( Figure 1D ).
3.6. 17bE blunts the response of VL-VMN AdGI neurons to low glucose Because AdGI neurons were not sexually dimorphic with respect to activation in low glucose ( Figure 3A) , we only examined the effects of 17bE on the glucose sensitivity of female AdGI neurons. In contrast to nonadapting GI neurons, 17bE (100 nM) had no effect on AdGI neurons in 2.5 mM glucose (n ¼ 5, data not shown). However, when glucose was lowered from 2.5 mM to 0.1 mM in the presence of 17bE, the IR response to low glucose of AdGI neurons was attenuated ( Figure 3D ). Furthermore, like nonadapting GI neurons, AICAR blocked this effect of 17bE on AdGI neurons ( Figure 3E ). This suggests that 17bE may attenuate the response of AdGI neurons to decreased glucose by blunting AMPK activation. The ER responsible for 17bE's effect was evaluated as in nonadapting GI neurons. 17bE blunted the increased IR of AdGI neurons in 0.1 mM glucose in the presence of the ERa antagonist, MPP, but not the ERb antagonist, PHTPP ( Figure 3F ). Neither the ER antagonist nor AICAR affected the resting IR of AdGI neurons (MPP: p ¼ 0.06, PHTPP: p ¼ 0.52, AICAR: p ¼ 0.16; Supplemental Figure 1D ). Thus, as in nonadapting GI neurons, 17bE's effect on glucose sensing appears to be mediated by ERb-AMPK signaling.
Biophysical characterization of VL-VMN adapting GI (AdGI) neurons
Resting membrane potential was similar in nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons in both sexes; however, resting input resistance was lower in female AdGI versus nonadapting GI neurons (nonadapting GI neurons:
566 AE 45 MU, AdGI: 373 AE 25 MU; p < 0.05, Supplemental Figure 2 ). As we have observed previously for VMN nonadapting GI neurons, only a small proportion of VL-VMN nonadapting and AdGI neurons actually initiate action potentials in low glucose [11] . This is most likely due to the in vitro experimental conditions rather than a physiologic characteristic of these neurons. In the current study, approximately 20% of male (2 of 9) and female (19 of 92) AdGI neurons initiated action potentials in response to low glucose. Similarly, 11% of (2 of 17) and 20% (14 of 69) of male and female nonadapting GI neurons, respectively, initiated action potentials in response to low glucose. The action potential frequency (APF) of female nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons in 0.1 mM glucose was similar (31.7 AE 7.5 Hz; n ¼ 15 and 30.9 AE 7.3 Hz; n ¼ 13, respectively); however, the shape of the action potentials generated by these neurons differed ( Figure 3G ). Moreover, AdGI neurons required a 10.3 AE 0.5 mV (n ¼ 74) depolarization for action potential initiation whereas nonadapting GI neurons only required a 7.2 AE 0.2 mV (n ¼ 42) depolarization ( Figure 3H ). AdGI neurons also had a less pronounced afterhyperpolarization (AHP) than nonadapting GI neurons ( Figure 3I ), but AHP duration did not differ (w4e5 ms; data not shown). Similar differences in the action potential shape of male nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons were observed; however, this was not quantified in males due to the paucity of AdGI neurons exhibiting action potentials (n ¼ 2; data not shown).
VL-VMN NGS and GE neurons are not sexually dimorphic
A small population of NGS and GE neurons met our criteria for 17bE sensitivity as defined in the methods and Supplemental Figure 1A . In 2.5 mM glucose, 17bE excited 11% (1 of 9) of female and 0% (0 of 3) of male NGS neurons. Similarly, a subpopulation of GE neurons, 18% (2 of 11) and 20% (1 of 5) in female and males, respectively, were also excited by 17bE in 2.5 mM glucose. Female and male GE neurons responded similarly to a glucose decrease from 2.5 mM to 0.1 mM glucose ( Figure 4A and B). As reported previously [11] , the glucose-sensitive conductance in GE neurons reversed near the theoretical K þ equilibrium potential in our solutions (E Kþ ¼ À99 mV; \: 92.2 AE 2.5 mV (n ¼ 7), _: 90.7 AE 3.9 mV (n ¼ 5) and was blocked by tolbutamide (n ¼ 3); data not shown). 17bE had no effect on the glucose sensitivity of either male or female GE neurons ( Figure 4C,D) . Given that NGS and GE neurons were not sexually dimorphic and rarely 17bE-sensitive in 2.5 mM glucose and that 17bE had no effect on the glucose sensitivity of VL-VMN GE neurons, we did not investigate these neurons further.
3.9. AMPK activation and K þ channel closure mediates glucose sensing in VL-VMN nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons We hypothesized that VL-VMN GI neurons sense glucose deficit similar to nonadapting GI neurons in the dorsomedial VMN (DM-VMN) i.e., via activation of AMPK and closure of a Cl À channel [12] . However, the glucose-sensitive conductance in VL-VMN nonadapting GI neurons reversed at À93.4 AE 1.5 mV (n ¼ 13) and À92.2 AE 2.3 mV (n ¼ 7) in females and males, respectively ( Figure 5A) . A similar reversal potential was observed in AdGI neurons (\E glucose ¼ À92.0 AE 2.6 mV; n ¼ 6 and _E glucose ¼ À91.6 AE 7.3 mV; n ¼ 3). This reversal potential is near the theoretical K þ equilibrium potential in our solutions (E Kþ ¼ À99 mV). In females, the AMPK inhibitor, CC, blocked the effect of 0.1 mM glucose in both types of GI neurons ( Figure 5B ). Activation of female AdGI neurons in 0.1 mM glucose persisted in the presence of TTX ( Figure 5C ), suggesting AdGI neurons directly sense glucose fluctuations. In 2.5 mM glucose, CC caused a slight increase in IR in both GI neuron subtypes (GI: p ¼ 0.01, AdGI: p ¼ 0.04;
Supplemental Figure 1C and D) . Together, these data suggest that like DM-VMN nonadapting GI neurons, both VL-VMN nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons sense glucose deficit directly via changes in AMPK activity However, AMPK signaling in GI neurons from the VL-VMN is coupled to K þ rather than Cl À channels.
17bE modulates VMH AMPK phosphorylation via a membrane-bound ER
Based on the electrophysiological evidence above, we hypothesized that 17bE blunts the activation of nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons in low glucose by attenuating AMPK phosphorylation. In whole VMH tissue, a decrease in glucose from 2.5 mM to 0.1 mM glucose increased AMPK Thr 172 phosphorylation consistent with activation of this cellular energy sensor (Figure 6AeC) . Unexpectedly, acute application (30 min) of 17bE or its membrane impermeable analog, BSA-17bE, in 2.5 mM glucose also increased AMPK Thr 172 phosphorylation ( Figure 6B and C) . However, when glucose was lowered from 2.5 mM to 0.1 mM glucose in the presence of 17bE or BSA-17bE the normal increase in AMPK Thr 172 phosphorylation was blunted (Figure 6Band C) . Total AMPK expression was unaffected by 17bE or BSA-17bE application ( Figure 6D and E) .
DISCUSSION
This study is the first to demonstrate sexual dimorphism and the impact of 17bE modulation in hypothalamic glucose sensing. We show that in the absence of 17bE, VL-VMN nonadapting GI neurons from females increase their IR in low glucose to a lesser degree than those from age and weight matched males. In addition, we found that as for the lateral hypothalamic orexin neurons [33] , the VL-VMN possesses a subpopulation of GI neurons whose response to low glucose is transient despite continued exposure (AdGI neurons). 17bE modulated the activity and/or the glucose sensitivity of both VL-VMN nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons. In contrast, GE and NGS neurons were neither sexually dimorphic nor 17bE sensitive to any significant degree. Our data suggest that the glucose sensitivity of VL-VMN nonadapting GI, but not other glucose or NGS, neurons is inherently sexually dimorphic (due to organizational effects). Moreover, for both nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons, hormonal effects (the presence of 17bE) may further contribute to sex differences in the response of these neurons to low glucose. Interestingly, over 80% of VL-VMN neurons are glucose sensitive, making the VL-VMN the most concentrated brain locus for glucose sensitive cells identified to date. Thus, inherent sex differences and 17bE modulation of VL-VMN GI and AdGI neurons may play a role in the sexual dimorphism observed in glucose homeostasis and hypoglycemia counterregulation [9, 34] . Our finding that nonadapting GI neurons from females show a smaller increase in IR in response to low glucose compared to those from males suggests altered responsiveness to presynaptic input. IR is a measure of how much current is needed to change Vm by a given amount. Thus, in low glucose, it would take a larger presynaptic current to change the Vm of nonadapting GI neurons from females to the same degree as for males. This is consistent with the sex differences in hypoglycemia detection and counterregulation observed in both humans and rodents [9, 34] . Specifically, sympathetic drive [6] , glucagon [7] and epinephrine secretion [8, 9] , and hepatic glucose output [10] are significantly lower in females than in males. Central regulation of hypoglycemia counterregulation is a complex interplay of input from multiple brain regions [35] . However, the VMH is a critical component of this system. Local VMH glucopenia [4] or glucose infusion [5] initiates or attenuates the peripheral release of counterregulatory hormones, respectively. Our lab has previously shown that VMN nonadapting GI neurons, in particular, play a role in hypoglycemia counterregulation [12e14] . Here, we demonstrate that nonadapting VL-VMN GI neurons from males respond more robustly to a large glucose decrease from 2.5 mM to 0.1 mM glucose than those from females. This suggests that there are inherent sex differences in the response to low glucose in nonadapting VL-VMN GI neurons. On the other hand, the response of nonadapting VL-VMN GI neurons to a smaller glucose decrease (2.5 mMe0.5 mM) was similar in both sexes. Interestingly, in the presence of 17bE, the response of nonadapting GI neurons to low glucose was nearly abolished in both males and females. These data suggest that, in general, the mechanisms underlying hypoglycemia detection may be similar in male and females, but maximal responsiveness of this neurocircuitry may be less in females due to inherent sex differences. The presence of estrogens in females would further attenuate the response of these neurons to low glucose. Thus, during a hypoglycemic event, higher 17bE levels in females in addition to the underlying sex difference may prevent nonadapting GI neurons from sensing decreased glucose. This could blunt the sympathoadrenal and hormonal counterregulatory response causing blood glucose levels to drop lower in females than in males. Similarly, natural fluctuations in 17bE levels during the female reproductive cycle may also alter hypoglycemia counterregulation. Caution must be taken when extrapolating the results of this ex-vivo study to an in-vivo setting due to the use of a supraphysiological 17bE concentration in this study [28] . In the lateral hypothalamus, w70% of orexin GI neurons transiently hyperpolarized when glucose increased above 2.5 mM [33] . We now describe a heretofore uncharacterized subpopulation of VL-VMN GI neurons (AdGI neurons) that transiently depolarize when glucose decreases below 2.5 mM. Adaptation in orexin GI neurons is thought to be analogous to rapid adaptation in certain peripheral sensory receptors (e.g., Pacinian corpuscles [36] ). These receptors enable the nervous system to be more attentive to a change in stimulus rather than its constant presence. Consistent with this hypothesis, we observed a small depolarization in some VL-VMN AdGI neurons when glucose was subsequently raised to 2.5 mM glucose. Thus, VL-VMN AdGI neurons may serve a similar function and preserve brain glucose sensitivity during prolonged periods of glucose deficit. The glucose sensing mechanism in VL-VMN nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons overlaps to some extent with that of other VMN GI neurons. That is, we have previously shown that low glucose excites VMN GI neurons through AMPK activation and closure of a Cl À channel [11, 12, 37] . Consistent with these findings, we found that the AMPK inhibitor, CC, blocks glucose sensing in both VL-VMN nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons. However, in these VL-VMN GI neurons AMPK activation closes a K þ rather than a Cl À channel. These data suggest that while AMPK appears to mediate glucose sensing in VMN GI neurons independent of subtype, AMPK signaling is coupled to different ion channels among distinct subtypes. One caveat to this conclusion is the potential for known off-target effects of CC [38, 39] .
However, despite this drawback, CC is a competitive inhibitor of ATP regulation of AMPK [40] . Thus, it interacts with the metabolic pathways which would be affected by changing glucose levels. In this regard, the fact that CC blocked the effects of low glucose, although not definitive, is consistent with AMPK mediated glucose sensing in AdGI neurons. Glucose-sensitive K þ channels have been previously described in the hypothalamus [41, 42] ; however, the specific K þ channel involved is as yet unknown [43e45]. The female VL-VMN contains fewer nonadapting GI but more AdGI neurons than the male VL-VMN. Furthermore, the secondary glucose response of AdGI neurons to a glucose increase was smaller in females than in males. It is possible that, in females versus males, the net output of the hypoglycemia sensitive neurocircuit is dampened in response to prolonged insulin-induced hypoglycemia since the overall activation of nonadapting GI neurons is blunted in females and fewer GI neurons overall maintain activation during the entire hypoglycemic episode. Moreover, while glucose sensing in AdGI neurons was not itself sexually dimorphic, 17bE blunted their response to low glucose. Thus, the presence of estrogens in the female would further dampen the nonadapting GI and AdGI hypoglycemia sensitive neurocircuit and contribute to the reduced hypoglycemia counterregulation observed in females compared to males. Interestingly, the cumulative concentration of glucose sensing neurons (GE, nonadapting GI and AdGI) in the VL-VMN is greater than in any other brain region so far examined. That is, over 80% of VL-VMN neurons are glucose sensing neurons. As described previously, 20% are GE neurons [15] , with GI and AdGI making up the remainder. This is in comparison to our previous finding that less than 20% of the neurons in the DM-VMN respond to glucose changes [11] . The dense concentration of glucose sensing neurons in the VL-VMN suggests that these neurons may play a greater role in linking glucose availability with whole body metabolism and/or reproductive function in this brain area than previously considered [45] . The volume of the VMN is larger in males, but neuron density is similar in both sexes [46] . The high concentration of both estrogen receptors and GI neurons in the VL-VMN suggests that VL-VMN GI neurons, which are more prominent in the male VL-VMN than the female VL-VMN may mediate, in part, the sexually dimorphic effects of this brain region on glucose homeostasis. That is, the overall activation of the male VL-VMN during hypoglycemia may be greater than that in the female. This would be again consistent with blunted hypoglycemia counterregulation in the female compared to the male. As discussed above, the ability of 17bE to blunt the activation of nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons in low glucose is blocked by an AMPK activator. This is consistent with our finding that 17bE and its membrane impermeable analog also blocked the low glucose-induced AMPK Thr 172 phosphorylation in VMH tissues sections. While the expression of ERs on VL-VMN glucose sensing neurons has yet to be shown, these data suggest that 17bE inhibits the glucose sensing signaling pathway (AMPK) via a membrane bound (vs nuclear) ER. Based on our pharmacological data this membrane bound receptor appears to be ERb instead of ERa. ERb null animals display no altered metabolic phenotype and remain fertile [47, 48] . However, chronic intermittent insulin-induced hypoglycemia down regulates ARC ERb expression while upregulating ARC ERa expression [49] . If this occurred in VL-VMN nonadaptive GI or AdGI neurons, it could blunt 17bE's effect on glucose sensitivity and protect counterregulation. This would be consistent with the observation that females are protected to some degree against the deleterious effects of antecedent hypoglycemia on counterregulation in comparison to males [50] . Alternatively, ERb-mediated phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) activation may mediate 17bE's effect on VL-VMN glucose sensing [51] .
In contrast to its inhibitory effect in low glucose, 17bE depolarizes approximately half of the nonadapting GI neurons in 2.5 mM glucose while having no effect on AdGI neurons in this glucose concentration. This apparent paradoxical depolarizing effect of 17bE in nonadapting GI neurons was found to be due to a presynaptic site of action since it was blocked by the voltage-gated sodium channel blocker TTX, which blocks presynaptic action potentials. The effect of 17bE in 2.5 mM glucose was due to a decrease in K þ conductance, suggesting that the neurotransmitter released from the upstream 17bE-sensitive neuron is coupled to a K þ channel on nonadapting GI neurons. g-Aminobutyric acid (GABA) and the K þ channel linked GABA B receptor are plausible candidates. 17bE downregulates hypothalamic GABA B receptors and decreases the potency of the GABA B agonist baclofen in VMH neurons [52, 53] . Reduced GABAergic input onto VL-VMN nonadapting GI neurons could close K þ channels, leading to excitation of these neurons.
However, this remains to be tested, and there are admittedly other candidates, which could explain these results. It is possible that the neurotransmitter released from the 17bE-sensitive presynaptic neuron, be it GABA or otherwise, increases AMPK activity leading to neuronal activation. This would be consistent with our finding that 17bE increased AMPK Thr 172 phosphorylation in 2.5 mM glucose. However, these data must be interpreted cautiously since 17bE-induced modulation of AMPK phosphorylation in other VMH AMPK expressing neurons [54, 55] or astrocytes [56] must be taken into account in VMH tissue sections. Moreover, since the brain slices from which we record have been isolated from their normal interconnections with the rest of the brain, it is difficult to extend presynaptic effects in brain slices to the physiological situation in vivo.
In conclusion, we have shown a sexual dimorphism in nonadapting VL-VMN GI neurons, which is apparently due to organizational effects since differences are present in the absence of estrogens. Moreover, 17bE affects the glucose sensing machinery (AMPK) in both nonadapting GI and AdGI neurons of both sexes. Together, our data suggest that sex differences observed in VL-VMN nonadapting GI neurons and 17bE effects on the glucose sensitivity of both nonadaptive GI and AdGI neurons may underlie the observed sex differences in hypoglycemia detection and counterregulation.
